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Kevin Gavit
Paternal Haplogroup

Paternal Haplogroup
You descend from a long line of men that can be traced back to eastern Africa over 275,000 years ago. These are the men of your

paternal line, and your paternal haplogroup sheds light on their story.

Kevin, your paternal haplogroup is E-V13.
As our ancestors ventured out of eastern Africa, they branched off in diverse groups that crossed and

recrossed the globe over tens of thousands of years. Some of their migrations can be traced through

haplogroups, families of lineages that descend from a common ancestor. Your paternal haplogroup can

reveal the path followed by the men of your paternal line.

Migrations of Your Paternal Line

275,000 Years Ago

Haplogroup A
The stories of all of our paternal lines can be traced back over 275,000 years to just one man: the common ancestor of haplogroup A.

Current evidence suggests he was one of thousands of men who lived in eastern Africa at the time. However, while his male-line

descendants passed down their Y chromosomes generation after generation, the lineages from the other men died out. Over time his

lineage alone gave rise to all other haplogroups that exist today.

76,000 Years Ago

Haplogroup DE-M145
The first steps of your paternal-line ancestors lead from eastern Africa north towards the Red Sea and haplogroup DE-M145. The DE

lineage branched away from its brothers around 65,000 years ago, among the first of our ancestors to cross out of Africa into the

Arabian Peninsula. Most descendants of the DE lineage belong to one of its two branches, D and E. Men carrying D moved east into

Asia and those with E moved west through Africa and into Europe.

73,000 Years Ago

Haplogroup E-M96
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Your path branched off again over 60,000 years ago with the rise of haplogroup E-M96, also simply called haplogroup E. The common

ancestor of E-M96 may have lived in northeastern Africa or in the Arabian Peninsula. Since then, his descendants have carried it

throughout the African continent and into neighboring regions of Europe and the Middle East.

23,000 Years Ago

Origin and Migrations of Haplogroup E-M78
Your paternal line stems from the common ancestor of haplogroup E-M78, a branch of E that dates back approximately 24,000 years.

The earliest carriers of the E-M78 lineage likely lived in a population that moved from eastern Africa into northeastern Africa about

14,000 years ago, during the final days of the Ice Age. From northeastern Africa, their descendants expanded to the west between the

Sahara and the Mediterranean coastline, and to the east out of Africa into the Middle East, where E-M78 men remain common.

Today, men bearing this haplogroup are also common in southern Europe, including in the Balkans, Iberia, and Italy. In Greece,

Bulgaria, and Albania, between 15% and 30% of men bear haplogroup E-M78. Their ancestors were likely relatively late arrivals to the

region. While some branches of haplogroup E were carried into Europe nearly 8,000 years ago, recent research suggests that the major

spread of E-M78 occurred in the last 5,000 years or so during the Bronze Age. Bronze Age cultures learned to smelt tin and copper to

create beautiful and complex bronze items like hardier tools and weapons. They journeyed along river waterways in the Balkans and

spread into east-central Europe. Today, men from Ukraine, Hungary, Romania, and Slovakia all carry E-M78 at levels of nearly 10%.

While the majority of E-M78 European males trace their recent ancestry to Turkey and the Middle East, some men carrying E-M78 from

Spain, Italy and Greece trace their ancestry directly from North African populations, probably within the last 4,000 years. The ancestors

of these men must have sailed across the Mediterranean Sea and settled in communities along the European coast.

E-V13
11,000 Years Ago

Your paternal haplogroup, E-V13, traces back to a man who lived approximately 11,000 years ago.
That's nearly 440.0 generations ago! What happened between then and now? As researchers and citizen scientists discover more about

your haplogroup, new details may be added to the story of your paternal line.

Today

E-V13 is relatively common among 23andMe customers.
Today, you share your haplogroup with all the paternal-line descendants of the common

ancestor of E-V13, including other 23andMe customers.

1 in 43
23andMe customers share your

haplogroup assignment.
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Your haplogroup spread through the Balkans during the Bronze Age.

Your haplogroup migrated in large numbers from the Balkans into Europe about 4,500 years ago, triggered by the beginning of the

Balkan Bronze Age. During this migration, members of your haplogroup mainly followed rivers connecting the southern Balkans to

northern-central Europe. Technological leaps often cause lineages to grow dramatically in numbers and in geographic range. The

development of Bronze technology may have given men in your lineage a competitive advantage over other men, causing your lineage

to proliferate and become widespread.

The Genetics of Paternal Haplogroups

The Y Chromosome

Most of the DNA in your body is packaged into 23 pairs of chromosomes. The first 22 pairs are matching, meaning that they contain

roughly the same DNA inherited from both parents. The 23rd pair is different because in men, the pair does not match. The

chromosomes in this pair are known as "sex" chromosomes and they have different names: X and Y. Typically, women have two X

chromosomes and men have one X and one Y.

Your genetic sex is determined by which sex chromosome you inherited from your father. If you are genetically male, you received a

copy of your father's Y chromosome along with a gene known as SRY (short for sex-determining region Y) that is important for male

sexual development. If you are genetically female, you received a copy of the X chromosome from both of your parents.

E-V13
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Paternal Inheritance

Each generation, fathers pass down copies of their Y chromosomes to their sons essentially unchanged. Between generations, the

matching chromosomes in the other 22 pairs make contact and exchange segments of DNA. This process shuffles the genetic

information that is passed down from parent to child, making it difficult to trace genealogy over many generations. Except for two tiny

sections at the chromosome's tips, however, the Y skips this step. Instead, a nearly identical copy is handed down each time.

But, every so often, small changes to the DNA sequence do occur. These changes, called mutations, create new genetic variants on the

Y chromosome. Because the Y does not recombine between generations, these variants collect in patterns that uniquely mark

individual paternal lineages.

Paternal Haplogroup Tree

To trace the genetic history of paternal lineages, researchers compare the variants found in Y-DNA sequences from around the world.

The result is a tree of Y chromosomes that shows how all paternal lines are related.
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A paternal haplogroup is a cluster of branches on the tree that stem from a common male ancestor and share a particular set of variants.

To keep track of all the branches, the major sections of the tree are named with one or more capital letters. Each haplogroup name

starts with the letter of the major branch from which it stems and ends with the name of a variant that identifies a particular subgroup.

Visit the scientific details to see your lineage in the tree of all paternal haplogroups.

Tracing Male Migrations

Because closely related haplogroups tend to share geographic roots, researchers can use the modern distributions of haplogroups

around the world to trace major migrations, from the voyage to Australia over 40,000 years ago to the peopling of North and South

America in the last 16,000 years.

https://you.23andme.com/reports/paternal_haplogroup/print/details/
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Do more with your Haplogroup results.

• Contribute to research and help us understand patterns of genetic variation around the world.

• Visit DNA Relatives to identify relatives that may be on your paternal line.

• Visit the Forums to meet other customers interested in discussing haplogroups.

Scientific Details

Your haplogroup can tell you about your paternal line.
Each generation, fathers pass copies of their Y chromosomes on to their sons. Whereas most of the genome exists in two copies that

exchange pieces between generations in a process called recombination, the Y chromosome is transmitted unshuffled. Because of this

unusual pattern of inheritance, the Y contains rich information about paternal lineages.

A small number of DNA changes, called mutations, generally occur from one generation to the next. Because the Y chromosome does

not recombine between generations, these mutations accumulate in patterns that uniquely mark individual lineages, and scientists can

compare the resulting sequence differences by constructing a tree. This tree shows how paternal lineages relate to one another,

including the observations that all human paternal lineages share a most recent common ancestor approximately 275,000 years ago.

The term "haplogroup" refers to a family of lineages that share a common ancestor and, therefore, a particular set of mutations. Each

paternal haplogroup is named with a letter indicating the major cluster of branches to which it belongs, followed by the name of a

mutation that is shared by a subset of the major cluster.

We identify your haplogroups by determining which branches of the Y-chromosome tree correspond to your DNA. Because more

closely related lineages tend to share geographic roots, your haplogroup can provide insight into the origins of some of your ancient

ancestors.
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Change Log
Your report may occasionally be updated based on new information. This Change Log describes updates and revisions to this report.

Date Change

July 30, 2018 We updated the paternal haplogroup algorithm to consider an expanded set of variants on the Y chromosome. As

a result, certain customers on version 5 of the genotyping chip received updated assignments - most often more

precise ones.

Sept. 7, 2017 For customers in certain branches of R1, an outdated story about the possible origins of one paternal lineage in the

Ashkenazi Jewish population has been removed.

Aug. 4, 2017 The standalone Paternal Haplogroup report was created, featuring new design elements and content.

May 23, 2017 Certain customers in the E and J branches received updated paternal haplogroup results due to improvements in

our assignment algorithm. Additional changes were made to naming conventions used in certain assignments in

the K and R branches.

Nov. 15, 2016 The algorithm and naming convention used for assigning paternal haplogroups was updated.

Oct. 21, 2015 Haplogroups report created.
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